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Scottish film composer Malcolm Lindsay talks about his inspirations at Glasgow Film 
Festival

A discussion on scoring for film in a Scottish setting struck a chord with the listeners

Glasgow Film Festival held its first industry talk on Thursday 18 February, as Scottish composer 
Malcolm Lindsay discussed his inspiration and process for creating music for film and television.

Meeting with an enthusiastic audience at the Centre for Contemporary Arts, some of whom came 
prepared with a notepad in hand, Lindsay gave the perspective of someone who has avoided the 
draw of London but still managed to work successfully in the industry from his home in Glasgow.

Lindsay’s film scores have included Blinded, a 2004 film starring Peter Mullan, 16 Years of Alcohol 
and Exodus. He also has many credits in television, including ITV drama Unforgiven and Harry 
Price: Ghost Hunter. 

He started scoring for moving images in 2000, and he enjoys the fact that his position in Scotland 
allows him to work remotely with production companies in London, saying that “If you work on a 
project based in Glasgow, you have to go to meetings”, which is not a commitment he particularly 
likes. 

At the talk, the composer shared his thoughts on the industry, interspersing them with clips of his 
work. He is a particular advocate for film scores that take a minimalist approach, favouring the 
understated work of Mychael Danna over industry titans such as John Williams. 



As Lindsay stated: “I think there’s different types of music, and different ways in which the music 
engages with the action on screen. If you’re watching a film, and suddenly you’re hearing the 
music, rather than engaging with the drama, then in a sense something has been lost, not gained.”

Lindsay also discussed his occasional difficulties in collaboration, and recognised that there “is no 
place for ego” in creating scores, especially when so much is down to the directors and the film 
itself. 

Lindsay says he uses the city of Glasgow as a tool for creating some of his music. After showing 
the audience a particularly dramatic clip of Harry Price: Ghost Hunter, he then revealed that the 
music in that section was actually a digitally edited sound that many Glaswegians hear daily:

“Thats the sound of the brakes on the Glasgow subway. They’d been manipulated just a little bit, 
into this very evocative sound, and it’s actually used in the climax of that particular film as well. 
People were going, ‘Oh, these strings sounds absolutely brilliant’ and I’d go ‘That’s great, that’s the 
brakes on the subway!’”

At the end of the talk, Lindsay faced many questions from the audience and as a successful 
Scottish musician in the film industry, he was a great asset to those who attended the talk to learn 
more about the subject.

The focus on the film industry itself is a newer feature of the Glasgow Film Festival, designed to 
encourage members of the public to learn more about working in media. Talks such as Lindsay’s 
will be taking place throughout the festival duration, between 17-28 Febuary. 

Allan Hunter, one of the co-directors of the festival spoke about the this recent feature, stating: 

’While GFF’s programme will always put audiences front and centre, we are delighted to be able to 
host something like GFF Industry Focus this year. Bringing this sort of industry presence to 
Scotland will hopefully feed into and strengthen the Scottish film industry, creating connections and 
opportunities, and offering international insight.’
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